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INTRODUCTION AND
PREFACE
We are sharing our very first year report. Looking back at 2021,
the first official year of Youthure Foundation, we are grateful
for what we have achieved so far. We started with two beautiful
projects abroad. One of them is the Youth Test Farm in Malawi
where 36 youth are being trained. Furthermore, we were
granted the ANBI-status. It was not easy to start a foundation
from scratch in the midst of a pandemic but where there is a
will, there is a way. We have reached out to many people,
companies and organisations for support and thanks to them we
have been able to lay a basis for what we hope to achieve in the
years to come. In total we have raised €96.500 of funding. Of
this funding €78.500 has been spent and the remaining €18.000
is reserved for (the continuation of) the respective projects
budget in 2022.
In this report we look back at the projects and activities of
2021, our goals for 2022 and sketch our vision for the future.
Your chair,
Loes van der Pluijm
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VISION AND MISSION
Youthure Foundation aims to help, motivate and mobilize (mainly
unemployed) young people (18-35 years) to work in the agricultural
sector. By focusing on sustainable projects, Youthure helps to create a
sustainable future for young people, the local community and the
environment.
We believe the youth is the future! Investing in youth is always worth
it, especially in the agricultural sector. Youthure Foundation aims to
decrease youth unemployment resulting in less migration/urbanization
and less criminality. Focusing on improved sustainable farming
practices that are adapting to climate change, will make farmers more
resilient and benefit the environment (e.g. less landscape degradation,
efficient use of scarce resources like land and water). Local
economies/markets will be supported and food production increased.
The projects of Youthure Foundation are sustainable investments that
will create a snowball effect. On the long-term it contributes to an
increase in GDP and decrease poverty and crime, not only on a local
scale but also on a regional and even national level.

APPROACH
The aim of Youthure Foundation is to develop projects with a high
chance of continuation, resulting in long-term positive effects. How?
Building on and linking already existing resources
Working with a small, passionate and energetic team
Focusing on opportunities: an optimistic mindset
Learning by doing
Using an integrated approach
Starting small-scale and create a snowball effect
Making use of innovative and SMART technologies/tools
In 2021 we have been working on 3 projects. In the next chapters you
can find an overview of the activities of 2021.
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YOUTH TEST
FARM
MALAWI
Together with the local partner C with B we
were able to start the youth test farm project
in Malawi. The youth test farm aims to make
sustainable and climate smart farming
attractive to the youth and build their capacity
in agribusiness. The farm functions as a an
experimental and learning site for the youth
and the community to get familiar with climate
smart farming practices and maximize
agricultural production on their own farms.

We were very grateful to receive funds for the
project and the local C with B team in Malawi
started it with great enthusiasm. In a few
months a lot has been achieved. A small
baseline study was conducted to understand
the problems and challenges of the rural youth,
land was bought for the test farm, 36 youth
were selected as a first cohort of students on
the farm, the seeds have been put in the
ground on the test plots, a training center was
built and the first trainings for the youth have
been given. A training course on assessing soil
quality, a training on the basic principles of
entrepreneurship and a training on ‘how to
keep farm records’ have been finished. We see
this as an important project to reduce the
impact of climate change and to make young
people in rural areas more resilient to the
effects of climate change.
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YOUTH TEST
FARM KENYA
We are planning to also set up a youth test
farm project in Nanyuki, Kenya, starting in
2022. This area experiences the effects of
climate change because of unuasually long
drought periods. In 2021 a visit was paid to
Kenya to look for opportunities to start the
youth test farm there with the local partners
and establish a closer relationship with the
WRUA (Water Resource Users Association) in
the proposed area in Nanyuki.

Part of the set up of the youth test farm is the
construction of a training room with a piece of
land for demonstrations and experiments.
Practical training courses are offered on the
farm by climate-smart example farmers and
experts. The focus is on arable farming, in the
future there will also be livestock farming. In
addition, various innovative and climate-smart
agricultural techniques and technologies are
demonstrated on the farm and the youth
themselves also have the space to develop with
different agricultural techniques and
technologies. Several meetings have already
taken place with example farmers and the
WRUA to share the ideas and further develop
the project to be able to start in 2022.
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C WITH B
PROJECT
MALAWI
This year we also supported the local partner C
with B with their project Conserve with
Benefits. This project started in June 2020 and
will end in June 2022. Youthure Foundation
doesn't receive direct funds for this project but
functions as an intermediary and supports C
with B. The project aims to enhance the
conservation of forest resources while
capitalizing on forest value chains in a way that
empowers youth economically and contributes
to ecosystem management. They have done so
by introducing tree planting activities,
beekeeping and mushroom production.

In 2021, beekeeping and mushroom production
trainings were given to 35 youth members of
the Chagunda Youth Club, beehives were
installed and trees were planted. Currently the
project is in its monitoring phase meaning that
we are monitoring the project outcomes and
impact. The project has been facing some
honey production challenges due to extreme
heat the past year as well as stealing incidents.
Fortunately the production is catching up again
and beginning of 2022 the first harvest is
expected. In 2022 this project will be finalized
with a stable honey and mushroom production
as well as increased knowledge of the youth on
forest conservation and honey and mushroom
production. We are also looking into
possibilities to scale up the project and
implement the same concept with another
youth club.
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YOUNG
EXPERT
PROGRAMME
Youthure Foundation was also granted support
by the Young Expert Program to invest in the
development of a Young Expert for two years
starting in June 2021 till June 2023. Youthure
Foundation selected Eva van Dijk as Young
Expert. Eva graduated from Wageningen
University (MSc land- and watermanagement)
and has passion for sustainable agriculture and
working with the youth. The Young Expert
Program has given Eva a chance to work and

OTHER
ACTIVITIES
Other activities from the foundation in 2021
include a visit of Loes, our managing director,
to Kenya and Malawi. It allowed for some
team building activities with our local partner
organizations and to check on the progress of
the projects. On top of that, we have created
several channels to share progress of our
projects including a Facebook account,
Twitter account, Instagram account, LinkedIn
account and a YouTube channel. On our
website we also shared several news updates
on the projects and we have sent out 2
newsletters. Furthermore, we have been
contacting individuals for advice and critical
input for our activities.

live in Malawi, working fulltime on the
development of the foundation and the
coordination of the projects. Besides
supporting costs of living and work expenses,
the YEP program also invests in skills and
personal development. Eva has been
participating in several trainings and
masterclasses offered by the YEP program that
allows her to develop her personally and
professionally. We are very grateful for the
support and chance to have Eva working
fulltime for the foundation. The time she is
dedicating to the foundation is very
meaningful. Last year, Eva contributed to
fundraising, communication, visibility,
networking, exploring new project
opportunities and has been in close contact
with the local team of C with B (the local
partner) in Malawi.

SUPPORT
Youthure Foundation thanks everyone who
has contributed to the development of the
foundation. In particular, we would like to
thank the funds: Wilde Ganzen, Stichting
Mensen in de Knel, Lush, de Hofstestichting
and the Young Expert Programme. We also
thank all other organizations and individuals
who have made a donation. We are very
grateful for the financial support and belief in
our projects.
We also thank the board and all volunteers
who have committed themselves to the
foundation. Same goes for bureau PIT for
their advice and support, the local partner
organization 'C with B' and all other local
parties involved.
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FUTURE

Concerning our activities we have been very happy to have gotten the
opportunity to set-up the youth test farm in Malawi. This will be a
concept which we are trying out now as a pilot in Malawi. We are
grateful for our donors who trusted in us and have given us a chance.
In 2022 we hope to learn from our challenges, strengthen our approach
and see positive outcomes of the project. Our goal after the pilot is to
have a working concept and experience that we can scale up and
implement in other places as well. Lessons learned will be valuable
input when we are starting the youth test farm in Kenya. We want to
keep it small-scale but implement in different locations. Furthermore
we keep exploring possibilities for new projects that will benefit the
rural youth, the community and the environment.

15-01-21/15-1-22

Looking ahead at 2022 we want to really contribute to a sustainable
future for the youth, environment and local community. For this we
value our effective collaboration with the local team in Malawi and
partners in Kenya and it is our goal to continue this in 2022. To stay
focused and sharp we will regularly ask advice from experts on
different topics. Also we will continue our board meetings every
quarter to keep the board up to date and gain advice. Hopefully in
2022 we can have a physical meeting instead of only online meetings.
In 2022 we will continue professionalizing the organisation and actively
communicating about our activities.
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BOARD
The Board of Youthure Foundation currently
consists of the following members:
Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Loes van der Pluijm
Lucia Halbherr
Fleur van der Vliet

The board meets at least four times a year for
a board meeting and their activities are done
on a voluntary basis without any financial
compensation. Since the start the board has
been meeting quarterly trough online
meetings.

VOLUNTEERS
AND
EMPLOYEES
Eva van Dijk is employed by Youthure
Foundation (1fte) receiving the minimum salary
according to the Dutch system. We are also
working with volunteers from the Netherlands
and local volunteers in the project countries.
They do not receive any renumeration. In order
to manage, monitor and coordinate all the
projects, a lot of work is involved. Our aim is to
generate more funding which will also make it
able to provide a small financial contribution to
our volunteers and board members to cover
their reimbursements and to hire more
employees while our projects are expanding.
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Official name:
Adress:
E-mail:
Website:
IBAN:
KvK nummer:
SBI code:
ANBI status:

YOUthure Foundation
Waterstraat 86, 7201 HN, Zuthpen, the Netherlands
info@youthurefoundation.org
www.youthurefoundation.org
NL20 TRIO 0320 1693 24
01123206
88993
yes

